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INTRODUCTION
Prelimlnai?y Statement
For thirteen years the author of this study has been
case work supervisor in the Division of Probation and Parole
of the State of Rhode Island. This extended period of close
association with the probation system and its administration
has, very naturally, given her first-hand knowledge of and
considerable familiarity with the system and with the details
of its functioning. Participation in the administration
program and actual supervision of the professional staff of
the agency, together with consequent access to pertinent in-
formation and data, have been most helpful in the preparation
of the material presented herein.
Nature and Theory of Probation
as a Method of Social Treatment
For a considerable period of time, public attention in
the United States has been focused upon the problem of crime,
its causes, its effective prevention, and the proper treatment
of those members of society who may be classified as criminals
or offenders against the laws. Various methods of attacking
the problem have been utilized, including punishment and
imprisonment, but neither seems to have been successful, and
the struggle between the social and anti-social forces in
society has gone on apace. Indeed, the social forces can not
be victorious until proper recognition is given to the Impor-
W0ITnua05ITKI
YX45nIinIXan*!
naacf sail alxiJ lo 'icdcti/s ori;t s'taaY lo'i
j
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f ;
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j
Bllsi&b OilJ dJXw baa maiexB s^dJ^ d:ilw ^dli/aiXXflial sldBisjoi znoo
sXsnifliXio BB, beilXsaaXo ad ^sic odw ^cfeioos lo S'ledniooi eaodd lo
I
^ lo sboilcfoin suoI'imV .awaX, ed^ dsnXa3a s'lebnello *xo
8bae ^tnamdalanq snibuloal ^basnid-ir no^d ^©varf meldo'xq ©dd
j
I
bfL8 ,Ii;ls8©ooire ased evBd od eoisoB i^ddlen dx/d idn©ninoal'iqinI i
^
nl seortol lBlooa-Xda« bna XbIoob add. nsewdod ©Isauide odd\
ij
don nao eoonol Xalaos odd tbeobnl .©oaqa no 0003 ^dolooa I
j
-'Toqnl ©dd od novls si noldingoo©'! 'loqonq Xidnn auoXnojoXy ed
^
floidandsXaifiiba ©dd ni noi dAqioJtc: .oHXnoldoni/l adl lo
^
lo ll&ds X-Bnolsa©lo*iq edd lo noXaiv'ieqi/R Xandoa bna itifi-igo'xq
.nlened bednoaenq laXnsdiU!! ©dd lo
noXdfldoT^ lo raoeffT bne o*uj^bH
dn^iudBan^ j^aiodgl Ic noiifdo'iit a as
I
1tance and true significance of the fact that ’’crime is the
product of human beings”^ and that "the real solution of the !
'I
crime problem, therefore, can only be found by intensive, dis-
|j
I
passionate study of the individual criminal and his develop-
|
mental history.’’^ In other words, the real clue to the enigma :
of crime seems to lie in a careful analysis and consideration
|
of the personality of the individual criminal. St. Thomas I
Aquinas has defined a ’’person" as ”a complete substance having
j
an intellectual nature, subsisting by itself and apart from
|
other substances.”^ If that be true, it necessarily follows 1
that no two human beings are identical and that "the actions
|
of any individual can be properly interpreted only in the light
|
of a thorough understanding of that Individual—an understand-
ing which includes a knowledge of his character, backgroimd,
environment, beliefs and motives.”^
Probation, which is a type of social treatment based
upon the principle just enunciated, is the newest and most
modern concept in the field of penology and criminal justice,
despite the fact that it has been in existence well over one
hundred years. Although its primary purpose is the protection






3 St. Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica
,
III, ql6a.2.
4 Edwin J. Cooley, Probation and Delinquency
, p. vii.
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of society against crime, it alms also to keep the offender i
out of the correctional institution, to rehabilitate him, to
'
treat him as an individual human being, different from every
I
other person, and to restore him to his proper place in socletyil




The formal definition of probation, as stated in the
j
Attorney General’s Survey of Release Procedures, is as follows!'
I
Probation is the postponement of final judgment
in a criminal case, giving the offender an opportunity
to improve his conduct and to readjust himself to the
community, often on conditions imposed by the court and I
under the guidance and supervision of an officer of the '
court
Sheldon Glueck’s definition Includes an implication as
to the minimal requirements as well as a brief evaluation of
adult probation:
What is probation? In any but a most superficial
sense, this crime-treatment instrumentality consists of
at least three indispensable elements: (1) The suspension,
under conditions and for a period Imposed by the court,
of the imposition or execution of a sentence on a person
convicted of crime, and his retention in the community
instead of a prison; (2) the taking of such action only
after study by the judge of a carefully prepared report
that embodies the findings of an investigation into the
offender’s make-up and career; (3) and the resulting
placement of the probationer under the careful supervision
of an adequately trained probation officer. These minimal
requirements being absent, probation too often consists
of just another ’’lenient disposition” of criminal cases
without much discrimination; a practice which only
Increases the many ill-considered processes of criminal
5 Attorney General’s Survey of Release Procedures
,
Vol. II, ’’Probation," p. 1.
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XBloiliaqna dsout b dud Y«J^ ?noXdBdoiq st jsriW !
t aoixrbaooil oassIaH lo y»''‘ua1 8’XB'i®/ie€ Ysnioddii 3^ !
.1 .q •^tnoidjBdoi?*’ ^11 .XoV }
justice that detract from Its deterrence and add to
its reputation as an elaborate and farcical game of
chance.®
Since probation, in the true sense of the word, calls
for a personal and Individual effort in an endeavor to correct
individuals, not mankind in general, utilizing the techniques
of investigation, preparation of the case history, diagnosis,
case planning, social treatment, and case recording, Joanna
Colcord’s brief and succinct definition: ’’Probation is simply
rj
case work with the added *punch’ of the law behind it,”
adequately summarizes the whole probationary process and has
|
become the definition most acceptable to probation officers. '
i
In actual practice, probation is in the nature of a
contract by which the offender, in return for his release,
j
agrees to accept and to observe definite conditions imposed by i
I
the court, ’flhen he fails to conform to the terms of his proba-t
tion, or commits another offense against the law, he is con- i
sidered to have violated his probation and is subject to
|




Since proper probationary treatment is based upon a
thorough understanding of the individual offender and a com-
plete knowledge of his character, personality, background, and
6 Sheldon Glueck, editor. Probation and Criminal
Justice
, pp. 3, 4.
7 Joanna Colcord, Broken Homes, p. 120.
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environment, its successful application presupposes an adequate
investigation into the facts of the defendant's environment,
1
character, and previous record; a wise selection by the courts '
of offenders capable of benefiting by the treatment; and a
!
zealous but sympathetic prosecution of his duties by the super-*
vlsory officer,® The very essence of any adequate probation
I
program is treatment, not punishment. In theory, it consists
;
in the application of modern, scientific case work to indi-
|
viduals, outside of institutions, with the authority of the
law behind it.
Development of Probation in the United States
j
In this country, the concept of probation as a definite
|
method of treating offenders is credited to John Augustus
j
(1785-1859), a Boston shoemaker, who, according to his own
V
report, conceived the idea in August, 1841, Prior to this
time, there had been cases of combining suspended sentence
with recognizance for good behavior,® In fact, probation was
put into practice on the background of three already-existing
institutions, namely of (l) the suspension of sentence, (2) the
recognizance for peace and good behavior, and (3) the friendly
supervision of delinquents and ex-convicts by benevolent
8 Attorney General's Survey of Release Procedures
,
Vol, II, ’’Probation," pp, 1, 2.
9 N, S. Tiraasheff, One Hundred Years of Probation
,
Pordhara University Studies, Social Science Series, No, 1, p. 7,
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persons and charitable societies. However, such cases did !
not amount to a continuous practice. The outstanding advance i
made by John Augustus was that of adding supervision to the i
institutions or practices previously referred to.
|
All the early cases taken over by Mr. Augustus Involved
}
I
male adult offenders charged in the Boston police court with
j
being ’’common drunkard,” However, he gradually enlarged his
!
scope of activity and in July, 1842, he had his first case
|
I
involving a woman, who was also charged with drunkenness.
Toward the end of 1842, he received his first juvenile case --
two girls eight and ten years of age charged with stealing
five dollars from a grocery shop. Mr. Augustus gradually took
on more and more cases and offered to assist an ever-increasing
number of defendants. However, as he himself said, he con-
fined his efforts
. . . mainly on those who were indicted for their first
offenses, and whose hearts were not wholly depraved.
. . . Great care was observed to ascertain whether the
prisoners were promising subjects for probation, and
to this end it was necessary to take into consideration
the previous character of the person, his age, and the
influences bv which he would in future be likely to be
surrounded.
It is interesting to note at this point that the term
’’probation” was already being used at that early date.
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over and continued by Rufus R. Cook, who represented a chari-
-| ptable society, Mr. Benjamin C. Clark, a Boston philan-
1*5 *
thropist, also did considerable work along the same lines.
These men, working on an entirely voluntary basis, handled
thousands of cases with success and carried out the essential
feature of probation. However, their investigations were
meager, the periods of probation were short (only a few weeks
at the start), and records, plans of supervision, and close
supervision were not routine matters.
In 1878 the Massachusetts Legislature passed what is,
in all probability, the first probation statute. Although the
law related only to courts having criminal jurisdiction in
Suffolk County (Boston), it did contain all the elements which
are today considered essential in a good probation system.
In 1880 another law was enacted giving towns and cities
in Massachusetts permission to appoint probation officers with
the same powers and functions as those of Boston.^® On May 28,










15 Attorney General *s Survey of Release Procedures
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probation officers, thereby definitely establishing probation
17throu^out the State of Massachusetts. On June 8, 1898,
higher courts in Massachusetts were authorized to appoint
1 8their own probation officers.
On April 1, 1897, Missouri passed a law ”on the parols
of convicted persons.” Actually, however, the law concerned
both parole and probation, so that Missouri may be cited as th
19
second state to adopt probation legislation.
On November 16, 1898, Vermont became the third state to
enact a probation law, which required the appointment of proba-
tion officers by county courts. In 1899, Rhode Island proba-
tion legislation was enacted, making that state the first to
adopt a system which was both state-wide and state-controlled
At the opening of the present century, only six states
in this country had enacted probation legislation, and, of
these, only three provided for adult probation. This relative-
ly new method of treating criminals has, therefore, attained
most of its growth and development during the last forty-seven
or forty-eight years, since the great bulk of probation legis-
20
17 N. S. Timasheff, One Hundred Years of Probation
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20 Attorney General *s Survey of Release Procedures
,
Vol. II, ’’Probation," p. 25.
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lation in the United States was enacted subsequent to the year i
21 '1900.
j
Extent of Probation in the United States
The pressure of the juvenile court movement is largely ,
responsible for the later development of probation in the
,!
United States and for its becoming a truly national institution;
’’recognized by the legislation of all the states and terri-
tories, as well as by federal legislation.” N. S.Timasheff, I
i
former Assistant Professor of Sociology at Fordham University,
;
has enunciated the main principles of the juvenile court move-
ment as follows: i
I
The main principles of this movement are: (1) that
|
children, up to a certain age, should never be considered
as criminals, but should be treated from the standpoint
of protection and guidance; (2) that this treatment must
be multiform and adjusted to the personality and the
particular needs of the child; (3) that frequently the
most convenient treatment cannot be found at once, and
that therefore agencies which have to deal with delinquent
children must be allowed to use the trlal-and-error method.
He concludes his outline of principles with the statement that
’’probation is naturally given an outstanding place among the
23
various forms of treatment.”
The first juvenile court, not only in the United States
but in the world, was established in Chicago, Illinois, on
21 Ibid
., p. 26.
22 N. S. Tlmasheff, One Hundred Years of Probation
,
Fordham University Studies, Social Science Series, No. 1, p.44.
23
Ibid., p. 44
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April 21, 1899, with the enactment of legislation entitled ”An
Act to regulate the treatment and control of neglected and
j
delinquent children.” Under the provisions of this Act, the
juvenile court was given authority "to appoint or designate
one or more discrete persons of good behavior to serve as
probation officers during the pleasure of the court." The
probation officers were charged with the duty of investigating
cases before trial, representing their interests at the trial,
and taking such charge of the child as the court might direct.
In 1903, juvenile courts and probation were established
OK
in Colorado. Other states quickly followed, and by 1917
Wyoming was the only state in which there was no provision for
juvenile probation. Adult probation was in effect in thirty-
three states by 1915, one state was added in 1919, two in 1923,
j
one in 1931, one in 1934, and two in 1937, at which time some
type of probation legislation existed in thirty-six states, in
|
the District of Columbia, and in the federal government, proba-'
26tion having been established in the federal courts in 1925. .
According to the latest Directory of Probation and 1
Parole Officers Issued by the National Probation and Parole i
24 H. Lou, Juvenile Courts in the United States
, p. 19.!
25 Attorney General ^s Survey of Release Procedures
,
Vol, I, "Digest of Federal and State Laws on Release Pro-
cedures," pp. 176, 177.
26 Attorney General *s Survey of Release Procedures
,
Vol. II, "Probation," pp. 26, 27.
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Association in 1947, every state in the United States had pro-
visions for juvenile probation in at least some of its counties
or local subdivisions, but there were still seven states which
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Since there is in the United States no uniform system
of probation, there is likewise no exact or uniform yardstick
or norm by which any such system may be measured. However,
experts in the field of criminology are agreed that any
adequate probation system or program must have certain definite
qualities or characteristics, and that a system wherein these
characteristics are lacking can not be considered as satis-
factory. Thus, in any attempt to evaluate probation, these
qualities or characteristics may be used as minimum standards
below which a good probation system may not fall. A careful
study of the system in question, in the light of such minimum
standards, should lead to conclusions which, although not
scientifically precise, may be regarded as reasonably valid
and reliable.
Purpose and Scope
Using as criteria the standards which have been evolved
by authorities in the field of probation, criminology, and
penology, this study is an attempt to describe and evaluate
the system of probationary treatment in the State of Rhode
Island.
Included in proper probation practice are three funda-
mental, important steps: investigation of offenders, selection
of persons for probationary treatment, and supervision of pro-
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bationers. A consideration and evaluation of these processes '!
as carried out in the Rhode Island probation program is, there-'
fore, the purpose of this study.
j
Method of the Study
|
'i
Inasmuch as valid conclusions must be based on valid
j
data, an attempt will be made to set forth the actual facts
|j
and status of the probation process as it operates in Rhode
|
Island, and to measure them carefully and accurately.
The factual data have been assembled after a search of
1
probation legislation as contained in the General and Public
i
Laws of the State of Rhode Island. In addition, many case
records and other pertinent material on file in the Division
of Probation and Parole, as well as various annual reports of
that Division and of the Rhode Island Department of Social
Welfare, have been given careful study and consideration.
As a basis for evaluation of the program, reference has
been made to standards and principles established by the
National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement, the
Attorney General *s Survey of Release Procedures, the National
Probation and Parole Association, and by outstanding authori-
ties in the field of criminology and penology.
The following nine essential standards for effective
probation service have been enunciated by the Advisory
Committee on Penal Institutions, Probation, and Parole in its
'^
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To be effective probation must achieve certain
j
standards; otherwise the arguments in its favor do not
j
fully hold. We enumerate some of the essential standards J
of probation:
j
1, Power lodged in every court to place adult I
offenders on probation; there should be no hampering '
restrictions in the law as to whom courts may place on
probation, i
I
2, Careful investigation of all offenders before
they are placed on probation. This means investigation
of their court and criminal records, their family back-
ground, their developmental history, their education,
their habits, their physical condition, their emotional
peculiarities, and their mental condition,
3, Selection of persons to be placed on probation by
judges solely with a view to the probability that these
persons will benefit from probation and that this is the
best treatment for them,
4, Use of thoroughly trained and competent probation
officers. The qualifications of such officers should
include, preferably, graduation from college (or its
equivalent) or from a school of social work, and in any
case at least one year's experience in social case work
under competent supervision. The proper type of
personality, tact
,
and resourcefulness are essential.
The probation officer should be neither too sentimental,
nor should he be merely a policeman,
5, Supervision of male offenders by male officers,
female offenders by female officers, and (where practi-
cable) of juvenile offenders by officers specially trained
to deal with children,
6, Enough officers to make sure that the ’’case load,”
i, e,, number of probationers in charge at one time,
shall not exceed fifty for each officer,
7, Careful intensive supervision by the officer.
This means not merely receiving reports periodically
from the offender, but visits upon the offender by the
T ‘
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officer frequently enough to make sure that the offender
is doing well and keeping the conditions of his probation.
It means social case work. It means helping the offender
to solve his problems and bring about adjustments to his
situations. It means making use of the educational,
industrial, health, recreational, social, and religious
facilities of the neighborhood.
8. Return of the probationer to court, with commit-
ment to an institution, is necessary if the probationer
again commits crime or shows that he is likely to become
a menace to the public.
9. Administrative organization and staff, office
equipment, and funds adequate to carry out these purposes.
Also reviews of its work to discover whether results
achieved are satisfactory.^
1 National Commission on Law Observance and Enforce-
ment, Report on Penal Institutions, Probation and Parole
,
No. 9, pp. 189, 190.
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CHAPTER II
PROBATION LEGISLATION
Because of its intrinsic legalistic aspect, the charac-
ter and effectiveness of any system of probation is governed
largely by the legislation on which it is based, despite the
I
fact that superior administration may, in some instances, tend !
to overcome or, at least, to minimize some defects in the law.
On the other hsind, a sound basis in law does not necessarily
insure an adequate probation program. However, it is probably
safe to venture the statement that, on the whole, a sound
|
legislative foundation is the best basis on which to build an
j
effective and successful program of probation administration. '
Development of Probation in Rhode Island
!
The statute making Rhode Island the first state to
|
establish a state-wide and state-controlled probation system
|
was passed on May 23, 1899. By this legislation any court in
the state was authorized, at any time before sentence, pro-
visionally to place any offender, juvenile or adult, who could
lawfully be admitted to bail, except persons charged with
treason against the state, murder, robbery, rape, arson, or
burglary, under the control and supervision of a probation
officer. The administration of probation was entrusted to the
Board of State Charities and Corrections, which was empowered
to appoint some person to act as a probation officer throughout
the state, and which might, in their discretion, appoint
II f.
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additional probation officers, one of whom, at least, should be
I
a woman. ^ In 1906, the Board of State Charities and Correc-
tions was authorized to appoint a state probation officer, who
should, throughout the state, administer the functions of pro-
bation, and who might from time to time appoint assistants, of
2
whom at least one was to be a woman.
The Board of State Charities and Corrections was re-
3placed by the Penal and Charitable Commission in 1923, and
in 1926 the Penal and Charitable Commission was succeeded by
|
the State Public Welfare Commission, which was given authority ,
to appoint a state probation officer, who should devote his
entire time to the task of supervising all probation work
throughout the state. The state probation officer was em-
powered also to employ assistants, to be known as probation
officers, of whom a "sufficient” number were to be women. ^ j
The Bureau of Probation, Parole, and Criminal Statistical,
under the direction of the State Public Welfare Commission, was
created in 1932, for the supervision and control of all persons
placed on probation by the courts or on parole from the penal
and correctional institutions, and for the gathering of crim-
1 R. I. Public Laws, 1899
,
Ch. 664, secs. 5 and 7.
2 R. I. Public Laws, 1906
,
Ch. 1360, sec. 5.
3 R. I. General Laws, (1923 ), Ch. 403.
4 R. I. Public Laws, 1926
,
Ch. 861, sec. 1.
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inal statistics and making them available to the various
officers of the state. The State Public Welfare Commission
was required to appoint a director of probation, who should
serve during its pleasure and who should devote his entire
time to the duties of his office, employing such assistants as
might be necessary, including a sufficient number of women.
^
The next major change in the probation situation in
Rhode Island came in 1955, with the enactment of the Reorgan-
ization Act, which reorganized the entire government of the i
State of Rhode Island, establishing the Department of Public !
Welfare in place of the State Public Welfare Commission, re-
placed the Bureau of Probation, Parole, and Criminal Statistics
by a new Division of Probation and Criminal Statistics, and
;
authorized the appointment of a chief of that division, to
!
fi
supervise the work of probation throughout the state.
The Administrative Act of 1939, which made further
!
I
alterations in the state government, created the Department of
|
7Social Welfare to replace the Department of Public Welfare,
j
and authorized the appointment of an assistant director of
that department, to administer the functions of probation and
p
of certain correctional services.
5 R.I. Public Laws, 1952
,
Ch. 1930, secs. 1 and 2.
i
6 R.I. Public Laws, 1955, Ch. 2250, secs. 2, 6, 56.
7 R.I. Public Laws, 1939
,
Ch. 660, sec. 80
8 R.I. Public Laws, 1959
,
Ch. 679, sec. 85
'' ^
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By legislation enacted in 1940, the position of Assist-
ant Director of Social Welfare was abolished, and the Director
of the Department of Social Welfare was given authority to
appoint a Probation and Parole Administrator, to have charge of
qthe Division of Probation and Parole, No further significant
;
changes with respect to probation services in Rhode Island
j
have occurred since 1940,
The entire program is, therefore, state-wide, state- jl
controlled, and state-financed. The probation and parole
jj
counselors are responsible to the Probation and Parole Admin-
istrator, who, in turn, is accountable to the Director of
jSocial Welfare,
|
Centralized State Probation Qrgeinlzation
j
Probation and parole service throughout the State of
Rhode Island, as well as the supervision of probation and
parole counselors, is centralized in the Division of Probation
and Parole, within the Department of Social Welfare, The pro-
bation and parole counselors are selected on a state-wide
basis, rather than from any definite community or jurisdiction,
and may be transferred at any time from one court or district
to another.
The central or headquarters office also maintains com-
plete probation records from every court in the state having
9 R, I, Public Laws, 1940
,
Ch, 852, sec. 85.
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i criminal jurisdiction, and each probation counselor forwards
to that office investigation reports and supervision histories
I
on all cases. In the central office is housed a state-wide
criminal statistics file containing data concerning every
defendant appearing on criminal charges in any court in the
state. Probation counselors serving the various courts for-
ward to the office the details of the disposition of every
criminal case within their areas, and the criminal statistics
thus assembled are available to state officials and to other
authorized and interested persons and agencies.
In the establishment of a centralized, state-controlled
probation organization, Rhode Island has followed recommenda-
tions made and standards set by various- authorities in the
correctional field. The Advisory Committee on Penal Institu-
tions, Probation sind Parole has made the following statements
in its Report to the National Commission on Law Observance and
Enforcement
:
• • . The most important part of our recommenda-
tion is that the State, as distinguished from the county
or other local unit, take a much more active and vital
part in the development of probation than, speaking
generally, it has so far done in the United States.
Only in the direction of fuller State participation, we
believe, lies the hope for that sturdy, well supervised,
and adequately financed extension of probation that
must be desired by all who wish successfully to treat
criminals and cope with crime.
—
10 National Commission on Law Observance and Enforce-
ment, Report on Penal Institutions, Probation and Parole
,
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One other fact seems obvious. That is that the
State, as an administrative and political unit, has a
stake in probation. We see no reason whatever to regard
probation as simply a local function. When an offender
is placed on probation he has usually violated a State
law; this gives the State both an Interest and a responsi-
bility in what happens to him. Moreover, if an offender
be sent to a penal or correctional instltution--thls is
more than likely to be a State ins titution--ln other
words, incarceration is properly and generally regarded
as a State trust. Probation is simply another way of
treating offenders— and we see no reason why probation
is not, in an ultimate analysis, very much a part of
the State’s responsibility just as Incarceration is.
For that reason we believe there should be a
fuller participation by States in the growth and control
of probation.
We consider it demonstrated by the history of
probation that the State should get into probation with
zeal and a determination to see that this essential means
of handling criminals should be raised to high standards
and introduced into every court of criminal jurisdiction.
We wish the State not only to have definite powers con-
cerning supervision and control of probation work but to
assist probation financially, and to be in a position to
withhold its financial aid if satisfactory standards of
probation service are not maintained.^^
The Attorney General’s Survey of Release Procedures has
also approved centralized control in these words;
The administration of probation is as much a
State function as the administration of courts, prisons,
and parole. Although the best probation work is being
done today by a few of the centralized county and metro-
politan agencies, the serious need for imlform and Improved
standards and policies recommends the organization of pro-
bation work on a State-wide basis and under centralized
State control.
11 Ibid
., pp. 200, 201.
12 Ibid
., p. 201.
13 Attorney General’s Survey of Release Procedures
,
Vol. II, "Probation," p. 452.
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Mr. Charles L. Chute, Executive Director of the National
Probation and Parole Association, has set forth as follows his
views in this regard:
From the results of the experiments we have made
in this country, I am of the opinion that a practical
plan can be developed in our several states which con-
serves the values of local initiative and Interest;
which does not remove the probation department from its
strategic position as the socializing, investigating
department of the court,— ’’its eyes and ears and also
its heart,”—but which on the other hand provides enough
of state supervision and control to develop as rapidly
as may be possible statewide utilization of probation
and minimum standards of personnel and method.^^
Within the State of Rhode Island there is a state-wide
Juvenile Court, established July 1, 1944, \i\hich conducts hear-
ings at regularly scheduled times in the various towns and
cities of the state. There are also twelve District Courts,
each serving one of the twelve judicial districts into ii^ich
the state is divided. Before the creation of the state-wide
Juvenile Court, the District Courts acted as juvenile courts
also. In addition, there is the Superior Court, which sits in
and serves the various counties of the state, namely the
Counties of Providence and Bristol, Newport County, Kent County
and Washington County. All the courts of the state having
criminal jurisdiction have attached thereto men and women pro-
bation counselors of the Division of Probation a nd Parole, who
14 Yearbook of the National Probation Association,
1951, p. 17^:
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provide investigative and supervisory service adapted to the
functions and requirements of the various courts.
Juvenile Court
The Rhode Island Juvenile Court has exclusive juris-
diction in proceedings (a) concerning any child (a person undei^
eighteen years of age) residing or being within the state who
is delinquent, wayward, dependent, neglected, or mentally
|j
defective or mentally disordered; (b) concerning the adoption
of children; (c) to determine the paternity of any child
ij
'l
alleged to have been born out of wedlock and to provide for ij
I
the support and disposition of such child in case such child or
its mother has residence within the state; (d) relating to
I
child marriages; (e) referred to the court on transfer from ,
other courts.^^ The Court also has exclusive original juris- ^
diction to determine all cases of adults involved in matters
j
I
concerning the determination of paternity of a child alleged
to have been born out of wedlock, and all cases of adults
charged with (1) being responsible for or contributing to the
delinquency, waywardness, or neglect of any child; (2) deser-
tion, abandonment, or failure to provide subsistence for any
child dependent upon him for support; (3) neglect to send any
child to school as required by law.^^
15 R. I. Public Laws, 1944
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The Juvenile Court Act further provides that the Court
may place a delinquent or wayward child on probation, upon such
terms and conditions, not inconsistent with law, as the Court
may consider best for the child’s welfare, but unless other- !
wise ordered by the Court, a probation counselor may make such
arrangements for the care of the child as he may deem best for
its welfare, and may release such child in the care of its
parent, guardian or other lawful custodian, or in the care of
any relative of the child. A probation counselor is permitted,
at any time before the discharge of a child who has been placed
on probation and under his supervision, to take the child be-
fore the Coiirt without a warrant, or the Court may issue a
warrant to bring the child before the Juvenile Court, and when
the child is before the Court, the Court may make any disposi-
tion of the case which it might have made before the child was
placed on probation, or may continue or extend the period of
probation. The Act further requires that at the end of the
probation period of a child, the probation coimselor shall
make a report to the Court, in writing, as to the conduct of
1 7the child during the probationary period.*^
Upon the trial of cases involving adults, the Court has
power to impose sentence as provided by law, to suspend sen-
tence and place on probation, or to impose upon the adult such
17 Ibid., sec. 25
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The Juvenile Court operates on a circuit system for
j
Court sittings which provides for a sitting of the Court at I'
least one day in every calendar month in each of the five
i
counties of the state.
In the cities of Providence, Pawtucket, and Newport,
probation counselors are assigned to handle Juvenile Court
cases exclusively, while in other less populous sections of
the state the probation counselors assigned to those areas
serve all courts. Juvenile, District, and Superior.
All referrals made to the Juvenile Court concerning
allegedly wayward or delinquent children, or Involving adults
charged with contributing to delinquency, waywardness, or
neglect of a child, desertion, abandonment, or failure to
support or to send a child to school, are investigated thor-
oughly by the staff of probation counselors, and a complete
report on each case is submitted in writing to the Court. If
a judge of the Court determines, upon the basis of this pre-
liminary investigation report, that formal jurisdiction should
be acquired in the case, he authorizes a petition to be filed,
the child and at least one of his parents or his guardian are
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The probation counselor who made the preliminary Investigation
i
is present at the hearing and, if the child or adult is placed ;





Every District Court within the State of Rhode Island
has jurisdiction of all crimes, offenses, and misdemeanors
done or committed within the district in which it is estab-
lished, punishable by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars
or by Imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both, and of all
other criminal matters which are or shall be declared specially
to be within the jurisdiction of such Court by the laws of the
19
state* They also have jurisdiction to sentence by imprison-
ment for as much as three years in cases of certain offenses
20
specifically mentioned in the statute* The District Courts
also have cognizance over all other crimes, offenses, and mis-
demeanors against the laws of the state which may cause all
persons guilty or suspected to be guilty thereof to be appre-
hended, examined, bailed or committed to jail, to answer there*
for before the Superior Court.
The District Courts may dispose of offenses punishable
by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars or by imprison-
19 R. I. General Laws, (1938), Ch* 501, sec. 2.
20 R. I .General Laws
,
(1938), Ch. 610, sec. to •
21 R. I. General Laws (1938), Ch. 501, sec. 3.
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ment not exceeding one year, or both, and may, in such cases,
place offenders on probation, in accordance with the provisions;
of the laws of the state. In cases involving Indictable
offenses, the District Courts may find the defendants probably;
,1
guilty and bind them over for action by the Grand Jury and the !
Superior Court.
Probation counselors assigned to the District Courts ij
t|
investigate the cases of defendants coming before such Courts,
1
,
but sufficient time is not always allowed for an exhaustive ij
investigation and written report prior to the hearing of the
j
case. However, as much information as possible is obtained
j
and is presented to the judge before disposition is made, and I
offenders who are placed on probation are given careful super-
vision and oversight.
Superior Court
The Superior Court of the State of Rhode Island has
original jurisdiction of all crimes, offenses, and misdemean-
ors, except as otherwise provided by law (such as cases to be
disposed of by District Courts), and shall sentence all
persons found guilty before it to the punishment prescribed by
law, and all indictments found by grand juries must be
returned into the Superior Court,
22 R. I. General Laws, (1958) , Ch. 619, sec. 3.
23 R. I. General Laws, (1938 ), Ch. 496, sec. 8.
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The law relative to the granting of deferred sentences
in the Superior Court is as follows:
Whenever any prisoner shall be arraigned before
the superior court, and shall plead guilty, or refuse
to contend with the state, he may be at any time
sentenced by the court; provided, that if at any time
the court formally defers sentencing the defendant,
and thereupon a written agreement concerning said
deferring of sentence is entered into between the
attorney-general and the prisoner, and filed with the
clerk of said court, thereafter the court may only
impose sentence within five years from and after the
date of said written agreement, unless during said
period, such prisoner shall be sentenced to imprisonment
in this or in any other state, in which event the court
may impose sentence at any time within five years from
and after the termination of such sentence of imprison-
ment, or unless at the time such sentence is formally
deferred such prisoner shall be serving a term of im-
prisonment under sentence previously imposed in another
case, in which event the court may impose sentence at
any time within five years from and after the date on
which such prisoner is released from prison either on
parole or at the termination of such sentence of impris-
onment, whichever comes first.
In the case of any offender who on May 1, 1927,
was at liberty on a suspended sentence for any offense,
such sentence shall expire and such offender shall be
deemed discharged from the jurisdiction of the court
on account of such offense if and whenever the longest
period for which such offender might have been imprisoned
in the first instance has elapsed; and the clerk of the
court in which such judgment is entered shall, at the
expiration of such period, make the necessary entry on
the records of such court showing that such sentence has
expired and that such defendant has been so discharged
from the jurisdiction of the court
The following is a copy of the written agreement
referred to in the law, which is entered into between the
24 R« I. General Laws, (1958 ), Ch, 496, sec. 18, as
amended by R. I. Public Laws, 1945
,
Ch. 1560, sec. 1.
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AGREEMENT UNDER ’JVHICH SENTENCE IS DEFERRED
j
IT IS HEREBY AGREED that sentence may be deferred on
the above entitled indictment , --complaint,—upon pay-
|
ment of all costs, during the good behavior of the ,
defendant, and so long as the Attorney General is i
satisfied that the defendant has broken none of the








Cases reaching the criminal docket of the Superior Court
are usually from three sources. First, there are cases in
which defendants have been bound over from the District Courts
as probably guilty and are either released on bail or held in
jail to await action by the Grand Jury, which sits regularly
in March, June, September, and December. Secondly, there are
criminal appeal cases, in which appeals have been taken from
sentences previously imposed in the District Courts. Lastly,
there are cases in which the Grand J\iry returns secret indict-
ments. These latter cases go directly into the Superior Court
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1All defendants held in jail, against whom indictments
have been returned by the Grand Jury, are investigated by the
probation counselors assigned to Superior Court service,
I
Defendants out on bail are not investigated by the Division of i;
Probation and Parole unless requests for such investigation are*
1
made by their attorneys, with the approval of the Court. Pro-
;i
bation counselors also make investigations in cases where the i!
defendants request and are given permission to waive Grand ^
Jury action, a procedure by which the offenders forego the
j
I
privilege of having the Grand Jury review their cases, and
j
throw themselves upon the mercy of the Court upon pleas of
"guilty” or "nolo contendere,"
The investigations made in Superior Court cases are
thorough and complete, and written reports are submitted to the
Court and to the Attorney General.
The law regarding the deferring of sentence makes no
specific provision for supervision by probation counselors, so
that, unless the judge explicitly places the defendant in the
custody of the counselor, the Division of Probation and Parole
will have no jurisdiction over him. When the Court grants a
deferred sentence, the defendant signs the aforementioned
agreement with the Attorney General and, in most cases, is
placed in the custody of the probation counselor for collectior
of costs, restitution, etc,. or for supervision, or for both.
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Moreover, in deferred sentence cases, the probation
counselor has no power to surrender am offender directly to
^
the Court for violation of the terms of his deferred sentence.
Such surrenders must be made through the office of the Attorney
General, who usually does not recommend surrender unless the
j
offender has violated a city or state law and has been found
j
I
guilty of such violation. This situation tends to lessen the ii
effectiveness of supervision in deferred sentence cases. If
ij
i
defendants could be placed on probation in the Superior Court,
j|
i!




counselor had the authority to surrender violators directly to
|
:|
the Court for sentence, as may be done in the Juvenile and ,!
District Courts, the services of the Division of Probation and :
Parole in such cases would be much more effective than they
are at present.
j
One probation counselor is assigned to the Domestic
Relations Court, within the Superior Court, to make special
and confidential investigations at the request of the judge
presiding over the Domestic Relations Court and to act as
consultant in certain cases, but his duties are entirely un-
official, and he acts solely as a confidential investigator
and consultant, with no probationary jurisdiction, as such.
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CHAPTER III
PROBATION PERSONNEL
Throughout the vast amount of literature on the subject
of probation, all leading writers, practically without excep-
tion, have placed great emphasis upon the importance of main-
taining high standards in the qualification, selection, and
training of probation personnel. Among the conclusions and
recommendations of the National Commission on Law Observance
and Enforcement is the following: ’’Only persons possessing
adequate technical training and experience should be selected
to serve as probation officers."^
Edwin J. Cooley, one of the pioneer authorities in the
field, has stated:
Probation is today, and will be tomorrow, as
successful as public authorities and probation workers
permit it to be. Its progress or retrogression will
be attributable, in the final analysis, not so much to
probation Itself, but to the intelligence and capability,
or stupidity and Incapacity, of those who guide its
destinies
Inasmuch as probation is, in theory, "the application o
modern, scientific case work to individuals, outside institu-
tions, with the authority of the law behind it,”^ there is no
1 National Commission on Law Observance and Enforce-
ment
,
Report on Penal Institutions, Probation and Parole
,
No. 9, p. 174.
2 Edwin J, Cooley, Probation and Delinquency
, p. 37.
3 National Commission on Law Observance and Enforce-
ment, Report on Penal Institutions, Probation and Parole
,
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denying the validity of the statement by Sanford Bates that
"training in social work technique is of prime importance for
its practitioners."*^ An outstanding writer in the field of
criminology has emphasized the importance of case work as the
I




Good probation procedure now rests upon principles
of social case work of which it is a specialized branch.
It is the application to a particular type of behavior
problem of the technique already recognized and applied
jin dealing with maladjusted human beings in general.^
In addition to stressing the need for probation personnel
properly qualified by training and experience, some of the
authorities have ascribed the failures in probation to the in- I
adequate qualifications of the supervising personnel. In this
|
connection the National Commission on Law Observance and En-
|
forcement has alleged that the greater part of probation fail-
ures are due to lack of adequate supervision,® while an
eminent criminologist has charged that inefficient probation
officers turn probation into a farce."^ Still another authority
is of the opinion that "one can not discuss supervision with-
4 Sanford Bates, Prisons and Beyond
, p. 282.
5 Albert Morris, Criminology
, p. 302.
6 National Commission on Law Observance and Enforce-
ment, Report on Penal Institutions, Probation and Parole,
No. 9, p. 167.
7 John L. Gillin, Criminology and Penology
, p. 601.
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out touching upon the qualifications of probation officers, for
without a capable staff good supervision of probationers can
not be secured.”®
Q,uallficatlon Requirements
The Department of Civil Service of the State of Rhode
Island has established the following minimum qualifications for
the position of probation and parole counselor in the state
classified civil service:
Minimum Qualifications : Experience such as may
have been gained through: employment in a responsible
position involving dealing with problems relating to
investigation, supervision and rehabilitation of
'I
juvenile delinquents and adult offenders; Training
j:
such as may have been gained through; graduation from
!
a college of recognized standing preferably with spe-
cialization in the social sciences; Or, any combination
of experience and training that shall have resulted in:
a demonstrated ability to make case investigations
i| successfully; a knowledge of the factors contributing to
individual maladjustment; a knowledge of the principles
! of probation and parole case work; a familiarity with
I'
the various social and community agencies throughout
||
the State and the services and aid offered by them;
i!
and related capacities and abilities.
!
Special Characteristics ; Ability to deal with
ii
people; initiative; tact; good address; emotional
I
maturity; good judgment; sympathy; common sense;
j
Integrity; and good character.
Salary Range: $2760 to $3360 per annum.
^
i 8 Fred R. Johnson, "How Can Good Case Supervision Be
ji Secured for Adults on Probation?” Yearbook of the National




9 Refer to Employment Announcement of Rhode Island
I
Department of Civil Service.
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It will be noted that the Rhode Islaind requirement con-
cerning necessary experience for persons aspiring to positions
as probation counselors sets no definite period of employment
in "a responsible position dealing with problems relating to
investigation, supervision and rehabilitation of juvenile
delinquents and adult offenders,” leaving to civil service
authorities the decision as to the length and quality of an
applicant's previous experience. This failure to name a
definite quota of paid employment experience is significant in
view of the well defined requirements in this regard which have
been established by notable authorities in the field.
In one of the earliest formulations of probation stand-
ards, made in 1923 by a joint committee of the United States
Children's Bureau and the National Probation Association, the
minimum experience qualification called for "at least one year
in case work under supervision,”^^ while only a few years later
Edwin J. Cooley, the author of a volume which has been generall
accepted as a basic text on probation, presented his minimum
education requirement in exactly the same words
Minimuim standards for personnel of the United States
Probation Service, as established by the United States Depart-
r
35
10 U. S. Children * s Bureau, Juvenile Court Standards ,
Publication No. 121, p. 7.
11 Edwin J. Cooley, Probation and Delinquency
, p. 322.
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merit of Justice, call for at least two years of full-time
i
experience in probation work or two years* full-time experience I
as a case worker in an accredited professional family service
agency or other social case work agency, or equivalent ex-
,
12perience in an allied field.
i
In April, 1945, the National Probation Association (now ,!
ii
known as the National Probation and Parole Association) in a i|
[‘
comprehensive statement of its standards for selection of pro-
j
bation and parole officers, named as its minimum experience
requirement one year of paid full time experience under compe- '
tent supervision in an approved social agency or related field,;
appending the permitted substitute therefor of one year in an
|
accredited school of social work with field work practice, and
|
adding the further provision that the requirement for previous
experience may be waived if the probation or parole department
is equipped to provide in-service training under adequate super'
vision.
A comparison of the Rhode Island minimum experience
requirements with the standards set by the authorities cited
above points up the fact that the Pihode Island requisite fails
entirely to name any prescribed period of previous experience.
12 U. S. Department of Justice, Minimum Standards for
United States Probation Service
,
Circular No. 3072, p. 5.
13 Refer to Pamphlet of National Probation Association,
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The Rhode Island requirement regarding previous train- li
ing, calling for graduation from a college of recognized stand-;
ing preferably with specialization in the social sciences,
j
1
compares favorably with similar requirements as set by the
j
authorities cited as standards. The education requirement of
the joint 1923 committee of the United States Children’s Bureauj
and the National Probation Association is set as "preferably Ij
graduation from college or its equivalent, or from a school of
social work."^^ Cooley sets an Identical standard. The
United States Probation Service states that probation personnel
should be graduates of a college or university of recognized
standing or have equivalent practical training in probation
work or in an allied field, permitting the substitution of one
year of study in a recognized school of social work for two
years of college training;^® and the 1945 statement of the
Nation Probation Association calls for a bachelor’s degree
from a college or university of recognized standing, or its
1
7
educational equivalent, with courses in social sciences.
14 U. S. Children’s Bureau, Juvenile Court Standards,
Publication No. 121, p. 7.
15 Edwin J. Cooley, Probation and Delinquency
, p. 322.
16 U. S. Department of Justice, Minimum Standards for
United States Probation Service
,
Circular No. 3072, p. 5.
17 Refer to Pamphlet of National Probation Association,
Standards for Selection of Probation & Parole Officers, p. 9.
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From the point of view of education demands, therefore,
Rhode Island finds itself practically on a par with the require*
ments of the authorities which have been accepted as standards
for the purpose of this study*
However, the permitted alternative in the Rhode Island
I
minimum qualifications substituting for a definite quota of
academic training and experience any combination of experience
|
!j
and training that shall have resulted in certain abilities and
knowledge as set forth in the requirements, is in effect an
jj
actual waiver of the previously stated requisites regarding
||
i
experience and training, and would seem, therefore, almost to *
contradict or nullify them and to provide, as it were, a loop-
hole through which the appointment of comparatively unqualified
personnel might be accomplished.
Specialized Knowledge ;
The Rhode Island minimum qualifications require proba-
tion personnel to possess the ability to make case investiga-
tions successfully, a knowledge of the factors contributing to
individual maladjustment and of the principles of probation and
parole case work, as well as a familiarity with the various
social and community agencies throughout the state and the
services and aid offered by them. In this regard it is inter-
esting to note that most of the authorities cited as standards
are completely silent on the matter of requiring definite
specialized abilities or knowledge. Only the standards set by
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the National Probation Association in 1945 make mention of this
specialized knowledge requirement, as follows:
1. The officer must have a working knowledge
of the principles and practices of social case work.
2. As an administrative agent of the court or
parole authority, the officer must be familiar with
the specific laws within which he operates, and the ;
powers and limitations of his position.
5. The officer must be familiar with the opera- i




While the Rhode Island Department of Civil Service does
j
not actually stipulate the need for such specialized knowledge
1
in as complete detail as is set forth in the standards just
i
quoted, in actual practice it is true that Rhode Island expectsj|
its probation personnel to possess as much specialized knowl- i
edge as does the National Probation Association, since the civl|l
service examinations which are given for the position of proba-|
tion and parole counselor in this state examine applicants in
great detail on all the points and aspects referred to in the
National Probation Association standards, so that, in this
regard, at least, Rhode Island meets the qualifications set by
this national agency in the field of probation and parole
service and administration.
Personal Qualifications and Special Characteristics :
Rhode Island insists that its probation personnel
18 Ibid.
, pp. 8, 9
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possess ability to deal with people. Initiative, tact, good
address, emotional maturity, good judgment, sympathy, common
sense, integrity, and good character. These requirements are
not unlike those set by the 1923 joint committee of the United
States Children’s Bureau and the National Probation Associa-
tion, which stipulates good personality and character, tact,
resourcefulness, and sympathy;^^ by Edwin J. Cooley, who
names as needed qualities good personality, tact, resourceful-
ness, and sympathy by the United States Probation Service,
calling for a personality to inspire confidence, as well as a
good reputation and a satisfactory previous record for temper-
ance and integrity;^^ and, lastly, by the 1945 statement of
standards by the National Probation Association, ifthich names
as essential traits good health, physical endurance, intel-
lectual maturity, emotional stability, integrity, tact,
dependability, adaptability, resourcefulness, sincerity, humor,
ability to work with others, tolerance, patience, objectivity,
capacity to win confidence, respect for human personality, and
genuine affection for people.
19 U. S. Children's Bureau, Juvenile Court Standards
,
Publication No. 121, p. 7.
20 Edwin J. Cooley, Probation and Delinquency
, p. 322.
j
21 U. S. Department of Justice, Minimiim Standards for
j
United States Probation Service, Circular No. 3072, p. 6.
22 Refer to Pamphlet of National Probation Association,
Standards for Selection of Probation & Parole Officers, p. 10.
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In the matter of required personal qualifications and
special characteristics, therefore, Rhode Island meets most
adequately all the standards as set by the authorities cited.
Salary Recommendations i
The salary range provided for probation and parole
counselors in Rhode Island is ^2760 to $3360 per annum. In
addition, a stipulated monthly travel allowance is made to
each coiinselor, the amount allowed varying with the area to be
covered. The only authority among those cited in this study
making any mention of salary recommendations is the National
Probation Association, which states that officers meeting the
qualifications should be paid a beginning salary of from $2600
to $3000 per year, with payment of necessary expenses,^^ Since
the minimum salary provided in Rhode Island is $2760 plus
travel expense, that state compares fairly favorably with the
National Probation Association recommendation.
From the above discussion and comparisons we may draw
the general conclusion that the personnel requirements estab-
lished by the State of Rhode Island do not measure up in all
respects to the standards set forth in the authorities cited
above, particularly with regard to the specifically required
amount of academic training in college or in a school of social
work. In actual practice, however, the Rhode Island standards
23 Ibid., p. 11
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are strictly and carefully interpreted, and personnal selected
thereunder must be qualified to perform competently the duties :
of probation and parole counselor. Indeed, it may tmthfully
be said that the present professional personnel of the Division
of Probation and Parole are so qualified.
The case work processes of the probation personnel are
!
;i
under the oversight of the case work supervisor, so that their
activities and work are duly supervised and they are provided
with consultation and advisory service. In addition, in-
|
I
service training courses, staff conferences, etc., offer
facilities for staff education and improvement.
|
Methods of Personnel Selection
The National Probation Association's standards with
regard to the selection of probation personnel are as follows:
Probation and parole officers should be appointed
from eligible lists resulting from competitive merit
examinations
.
In states having well organized civil service
systems the officers should be in the classified civil
service. Elsewhere examinations may be conducted by
non-partisan merit boards or special committees. The
examinations should comprise both written and oral tests
in which technical knowledge and personality qualifica-
tions are appraised. Examinations should be open to all
who meet the minimum qualifications set up, regardless
of residence. Such examinations are essential whether
appointments are made by a local judge or a state board,
in order to establish standards and avoid political and
personal influence in appointments.
Reasonable tenure should be provided.
24 Ibid.
, pp. 10, 11.
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The only respect in which the practice in Rhode Island
differs from the Association standards is with reference to the|
residence requirement. In Rhode Island, civil service examina-
tions for the position of probation and parole counselor are
open only to persons who meet the minimum qualifications and
who have had residence within the state for a period of at
least two years. Probation and parole counselors in Rhode
Island are in the classified civil service; examinations given
do comprise both written and oral tests designed adequately to
appraise both knowledge and personality requirements, and
reasonable tenure in office is provided, since appointees who
complete successfully their probationary terms of service may
be discharged only as a result of the preferring and proof of
charges justifying their dismissal.
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Theory, Scope, and Methods of Probation Investigation
One of the most important questions which every criminal
court justice must consider carefully, seriously, and con-
scientiously is this! Who should be placed on probation?
Statutory restrictions may forbid the granting of probation to
certain classes of offenders because of the type of offense or
the number of previous convictions, but this limitation on
eligibility in no wise minimizes the importance or necessity of
careful selection of those offenders who are eligible for pro-
bationary treatment, for among the eliglbles there are always
;
many who are poor risks and who should not be released on pro-
|
batlon. Upon the proper selection of subjects for probation
i
depend the value and effectiveness of the whole program, but
[
such proper selection can not be made without adequate prelim- '
inary investigation, to be used as a guide to the court in :
making its decisions.
The National Commission on Law Observance and Enforce-
ment, in discussing the importance of proper selection of
offenders, has the following to say:
The decision in each case must therefore depend
upon a scrutiny of the various elements in the case
Itself. It is here perhaps that probation is making its
greatest contribution to the court, as well as its most
significant contribution to the general science of penal
and correctional treatment of the unsocial individual.
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Probation is in essence a method of individualization.
It compels the court to search into the backgro\md of
the individual, his relation with the world as a whole.
Questions of the most intimate and personal sort are
asked. Why did he become a criminal? What can be done
about setting his steps right in the world again? Is
it a personality difficulty subject to correction? Is 1
it a family difficulty? Is it a physical deformity,
;
occupational maladjustment, or some combination of these? '
What is the man’s previous history, not necessarily as a I
lawbreaker, but as a human being? To the adequate answer i
to these and many more questions the court must adjust
its action in deciding between imprisonment or probation. '
If imprisonment, for how long; and if probation, under
|
what conditions? That is, the case history placed before i
the court by the probation officer is bringing into the 1
records a body of Information which may not be otherwise
admitted. It is clear that probation is significant not
only with respect to what is done after release but for
its investigation of the case for the Information of the
court before sentence is imposed. Adequate sentence by
the court is more likely to be achieved if a complete
history of the individual is placed before it.^
Although it is, under existing circumstances, a physical
impossibility to investigate every person charged with or con-
victed of crime, however desirable such universal investigation
might be, the fact remains, nevertheless, that no offender
should be returned to the commxinity until the results of a thorjf
ough Inquiry have indicated to the court that his release will
be no potential threat to the safety or security of society.
As is pointed out in the Attorney General’s Survey of
Release Procedures!
It is the responsibility of every court to grant
no probationary release until an adequate investigation
1 National Commission on Law Observance and Enforce-
ment, Report on Penal Institutions, Probation and Parole, No. ^
pp. 156, 157.
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has convinced it of the amenability of the offender to
the contemplated treatment. A court may decide by look-
ing at an offender that probation will not do for him;
this will not affect the probation department. Cursory
examination of another may convince the judge that he is
confronted with an ideal opportunity to apply probation.
But no court should ever act on this private conviction
and grant release until an independent and adequate in-
vestigation has furnished facts to confirm the wisdom of
the court *s initial opinion.
Therefore, the immediate need is not for some
scientific yardstick which assures the investigation of
all offenders for whom probation may be proper treatment,
but for a realization on the part of courts that proba-
tion granted without an investigation is, in many cases,
guesswork and outright leniency masquerading under another
name.^
Regarding the scope of the probation investigation,
Ralph H. Ferris, Director of the Domestic Relations Division,
Recorder's Court, Detroit, Michigan, offers the following
groups of items, each of which may be developed according to
need:
(a) The offender's family history, with names,
dates, residences, occupations, finances, diseases, etc.,
of siblings, parents, parental siblings, and grandparents,
as well as reactions to them, and reasons for leaving home;
(b) Schooling, Including age of commencement and
termination, studies enjoyed, reactions to school and
teachers, reasons for leaving school, and desire for
further schooling;
(c) Account of offender's migrations, various
environments, past and present associates, and reactions
to them;
(d) Work record, including names of employers,
dates of employment, reasons for change of employment.
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kind of employment preferred, wages, natiire and periods
of unemployment, and ambitions relative to employment;
(e) Economic status, past and present, covering
income and expenditures, debts, reasons therefor, and
plans for liquidation, property (house, car. Investments,
luxuries), and insurance, and attitude toward these
matters
;
(f) Health, including history of diseases,
physical condition, past and present, physical dis-
abilities, and attitude toward health matters such as
personal hygiene, etc*;
(g) Moral and recreational habits, such as use
of tobacco, alcohol or drugs, resort to prostitutes,
homosexual or auto-erotic practices, reading, including
the type and number of books and magazines read, resort
to poolrooms, dancing, bowling, theater attendance, and
outdoor sports whether social as baseball or solitary
as hunting;
(h) Affiliations, fraternal and religious, and
attitude toward them;
(i) Marital history, if any, and reactions to
sex life, marriage, and children;
(J) Delinquency record, juvenile and adult, and
reactions to the same; and
(k) In general ambitions, tendencies, aptitudes,
hobbies, dislikes and obsessions, as the offender sees
them*^
The Attorney General *s Siirvey of Release Procedures con
eludes its discussion of this matter in the following words:
The scope and methods of preprobation investiga-
tion must of necessity vary with individual cases but
an adequate and well-rounded inquiry should include a
search of the previous criminal record, an examination
of the social history of the defendant based primarily
3 Ralph H. Ferris, "The Case History in Probation
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on a personal interview conducted by the investigating
officer, and a verification or community examination.
Whenever possible physical and mental examinations should
be made since these may reveal weaknesses of body or mind
which may constitute insuperable handicaps to rehabilita-
tion.
Reports to the court on the results of preprobation
Investigations should be complete, accurate, and reveal-
ing. A carefully integrated and concise record of the
Investigation will aid not only the judge whose duty it
is to select probationers but will serve as a yardstick
of the progress and achievements of probation as a process
in the administration of criminal justice ....
The probation officer today owes a duty to the court
to the offender, and to society, and the conscientious ful-
fillment of his duty to all three will require that his
Investigation be painstaking, significant, and complete
and that his report of it be kept as a permanent record
of the court and of the probation department. Only when
such permanent records are made accessible can there be
any hope of arriving at an accurate estimate and a fair
judgment of the quality of the services performed.
When such records are available, it is important
that courts avail themselves of the information contained
in them. Judges should heed the recommendations of the
Investigating officer whose more complete and specialized
understanding of the offender and his problems renders
his advice of great value in determining what should be
done with the offender,^
In Rhode Island, all referrals made of, the Juvenile
Court, in cases involving waywardness and delinquency, are '
thorotighly investigated by the Division of Probation and Parole
and complete written reports of these investigations are sub-
mitted to the Court before a petition is issued or any proceed-!
Ings are had.
!
4 Attorney General *s Survey of Release Procedures
,
Vol. II, "f^robation,
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Except in cases of special arraignments, when probation
counselors are not ordinarily available, and under occasional
circumstances when they may be unable to attend certain court
hearings, all defendants coming before any one of the twelve ,
District Courts of the state are interviewed before arraign-
ment by a probation counselor attached to the Court, and cases
^
in which the necessity for complete investigation is Indicated
j|
'l
are continued by the Court, after consultation with the proba-
j
tlon counselor, so that proper Inquiry may be made.
In the Superior Court all cases, except those released I
on bail, are routinely investigated and written reports are
submitted to the Court. Medical, psychological, and psychia-
|
trie examinations and reports are available, whenever neces-
sary, through the resources of the Department of Social Wel-
fare, and the results of such examinations are embodied in the
reports prepared by the Division of Probation and Parole.
Every case is cleared throiigh the Social Service Index, and all
I
pertinent data are obtained from public and private social
agencies having previous knowledge of the offenders or of their
families. Juvenile Court cases are not registered with the
Social Service Index, but are cleared "for information only,"
so that the confidential aspect of these cases may be pro-
c
tected, as is required by law.*^
5 R. I. Public Laws, 1944
,
Ch. 1441, sec. 5
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Investigations concerning adult offenders cover the
following information;
!• The narrative of the offense, including the
mitigating or aggravating circimis tances thereof.
2. The offender’s previous court and institutional
record.
3. The statement of the complainant.
4. The offender's personal history.
5. His employment history.
6. His character, habits, and associates.
7. His education and early life.
8. The offender’s family, home life, and neighbor-
hood conditions.
9. His religious observances and training.
10. Social agencies, institutions, or individuals
interested in the family.
11. His mental and physical condition.®
In every investigation concerning juveniles, the follow^
Ing items are included!
1. Information concerning the complaint or peti-
tion. This includes the date, source of the complaint,
the cause and circumstances of the offense.
2. Previous court or institutional record.
3. Complainant's or petitioner’s statement.
4. Educational history.
5. Child’s story or version of the offense.
6. His work record.
7. Physical and mental condition, past and present,
8. Recreational or spare time activities.
9. Character of the neighborhood.
10. Personality, habits, and conduct.
11. Religious affiliations.
12. Home life and training.
13. Social agencies, institutions, or individuals
Interested in the child or his family.'^
The following report, prepared for the Rhode Island
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Juvenile Court, is submitted as typical of the investigation
routinely made by probation counselors. Reports regarding
adult offenders are not always so detailed, but they follow,
in general, the same pattern as is established in juvenile I
cases. 1
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
LIBRARY

FORM 2: INVESTIGATION JUVENILE COURT RECORD
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RHODE ISLAND JUVENILE COURT
CASE Kjf)3 — 5922
cHiLD-sNAME LOPES, Maria (Mary) probation counselor Marion B. Roe
SCHEDULE OF TOPICS
L COMPLAINT DATE OF COMPLAINT. ALLEGATION. PETITIONER
" STATEMENTS OF PETITIONER WITNESSES CHILD PARENTS AND OTHERS
2. THE CHILD: EARLY life DEVELOPMENT TRAINING. PERSONALITY. HABITS CONDUCT. POSITION IN HOME DELINQUENCY INSTITUTIONAL RECORD.
PHYSICAL AND MENTAL CONDITIONS. REPORTS OF EXAMINATION IF ANY: SCHOOL HISTORY ATTENDANCE CONDUCT. SCHOLARSHIP EFFORT.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY RECREATION COMPANIONS, INTERESTS. RELIGIOUS LIFE
J FAMILY AND HOME; MAKE-UP. HISTORY ATTITUDE OF FAMILY HEALTH OF MEMBERS PHYSICAL AND MENTAL ALCOHOLISM. DRUG ADDICTION. ETC.
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATIONS CITIZENSHIP COURT AND POLICE RECORDS ECONOMIC CONDITION. OCCUPATION AND WAGES
OF EMPLOYED MEMBERS. TOTAL INCOME LIVING EXPENSES DEBTS SAVINGS, SCHOOL AND GRADE OF MEMBERS WHO ATTEND SCHOOL.
ARRANGEMENTS FOR CARE OF CHILDREN IF MOTHER IS EMPLOYED. PHYSICAL CONDITIONS OF HOME, SANITATION
OVERCROWDING. STANDARD OF LIVING ROOMERS CHARACTER OF NEIGHBORHOOD
4. AGENCIES: SOCIAL AGENCIES INSTITUTIONS AND INDIVIDUALS INTERESTED IN FAMILY KIND OF SERVICE RENDERED SUMMARY OF RECORD. RELATED CASES
4. ADJUDICATION: DATE and PLACE OF HEARING. JUDGE, DISPOSITION, SPECIAL CONDITIONS IMPOSED BY JUDGE, PLAN OF TREATMENT, ETC.
!• The referral made to the Rhode Island Juvenile Court on March 15,
1948 by the Superintendent of Schools of Thornton, R. I., is as
follows
!
Truancy and continuing absence from school of Mary Lopes from
September 1947 to present date.
Thornton sends its high school children, grades nine through
twelve, to the Cranston Public High School. Because Thornton
has no high school, parents have been allowed, with limitations,
to send children to certain other schools upon approval of the
school committee and the Director of Education. Our children,
250 in number, attend ten high schools in five different commu-
nities. The school department in Thornton is continually occu-
pied in making sure attendance is maintained.
Mary (Marie, Maria) Lopes is registered at the Walter Henton
Junior High School in Scituate, R. I., grade nine. She gradu-
ated from grade eight in Thornton in June, 1947. Her attendance
for four years in grades five through eight had been excellent.
On October 11, 1947 the Principal of the Walter Henton Junior
High School reported Irregular and unsatisfactory attendance on
the part of Mary Lopes. This office wrote to parents of Mary.
Immediately thereafter a sister telephoned as to efforts on the
part of family to see that Mary attended school. Later came a
request from Mary to be transferred to a private school, approved
^
for parents upon request of parent, approval of transfer by
principal, and acceptance by authorities of designated school.
(In mid-term or mid-year this is not advised by any of our
principals, etc.) Parents were told request would be allowed if
designated school, St. Mary's Academy in Cranston, would accept.
The decision was negative and ample reason given to Mary. Then
Mr. Butler, Principal at Walter Henton Junior High School, tried
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RHODE ISLAND JUVENILE COURT
CASE No^r.5922
CHILD'S NAME LOPES, Mapia (Mary) PROBATION COUNSELOR MarlOIl B. RO0
SCHEDULE OF TOPICS
L COMPLAINT DATE OF COMPLAIfa. ALLEGATION, PETITIONER
^
" STATEMENTS OF PETITIONER WITNESSES CHILD PARENTS AND OTHERS
L THE CHILD: EARLY LIFE DEVELOPMENT TRAINING. PERSONALITY. HABITS CONDUCT. POSITION IN HOME DELINQUENCY INSTITUTIONAL RECORD,
PHYSICAL AND MENTAL CONDITIONS, REPORTS OF EXAMINATION IF ANY: SCHOOL HISTORY ATTENDANCE CONDUCT. SCHOLARSHIP ffFORT.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY RECREATION COMPANIONS. INTERESTS. RELIGIOUS LIFE
3 FAMILY AND HOME: MAKE-UP HISTORY ATTITUDE OF FAMILY HEALTH OF MEMBERS PHYSICAL AND MENTAL ALCOHOLISM. DRUG ADDICTION. ETC.
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATIONS. CITIZENSHIP COURT AND POLICE RECORDS ECONOMIC CONDITION, OCCUPATION AND WAGES
OF EMPLOYED MEMBERS. TOTAL INCOME LIVING EXPENSES DEBTS SAVINGS. SCHOOL AND GRADE OF MEMBERS WHO ATTEND SCHOOL.
ARRANGEMENTS FOR CARE OF CHILDREN IF MOTHER IS EMPLOYED. PHYSICAL CONDITIONS OF HOME. SANITATION
OVERCROWDING. STANDARD OF LIVING ROOMERS CHARACTER OF NEIGHBORHOOD
4. AGENCIES: SOCIAL AGENCIES INSTITUTIONS AND INDIVIDUALS INTERESTED IN FAMILY KIND OF SERVICE RENDERED SUMMARY OF RECORD. RELATED CASES
s. ADJUDICATION: DATE AND PLACE OF HEARING, JUDGE, DISPOSITION, SPECIAL CONDITIONS IMPOSED BY JUDGE. PLAN OF TREATMENT. ETC.
1. The referral made to the Rhode Island Juvenile Court on March 15,
1948 by the Superintendent of Schools of Thornton, R. I., is as
follows
:
Truancy and continuing absence from school of Mary Lopes from
September 1947 to present date.
Thornton sends its high school children, grades nine through
twelve, to the Cranston Public High School. Because Thornton
has no high school, parents have been allowed, with limitations,
to send children to certain other schools upon approval of the
school committee and the Director of Education. Our children,
250 in number, attend ten high schools in five different commu-
nities. The school department in Thornton is continually occu-
pied in making sure attendance is maintained.
Mary (Marie, Maria) Lopes is registered at the Walter Henton
Junior High School in Scituate, R. I., grade nine. She gradu-
!
ated from grade eight in Thornton in June, 1947. Her attendance
I for four years in grades five through eight had been excellent.
I
On October 11, 1947 the Principal of the Walter Henton Junior
High School reported Irregular and unsatisfactory attendance on
the part of Mary Lopes. This office wrote to parents of Mary.
I Immediately thereafter a sister telephoned as to efforts on the
I
part of family to see that Mary attended school. Later came a
I request from Mary to be transferred to a private school, approved
^ for parents upon request of parent, approval of transfer by
principal, and acceptance by authorities of designated school.
(In mid-term or mid-year this is not advised by any of our
I principals, etc.) Parents were told request would be allowed if
I
designated school, St. Mary’s Academy in Cranston, would accept.
I
The decision was negative and ample reason given to Mary. Then




to find out from Mary her reason for request for transfer.
Mary did not make any statement upon which Mr. Butler could
act to satisfy her at Walter Henton School.
Mary seemed to settle down and the Thornton office heard
nothing of extreme concern from Scituate, except for weekly
attendance record, until February 18, 1948, when Walter Henton
reported ’’lost membership,” meaning ten days’ consecutive
absence. This office wrote again to parents.
At the same time Mr. Butler pinned Mary down to a statement as
to her reasons for absence. The reason was given as ’’nausea
because of the appearance of a certain teacher.” This situation
was corrected at once, completely. Mary attended school three
days and then began absence again.
On March 7, 1948, Walter Henton School asked this office for
action. Father and god-father called at Thornton office. They
were completely upset. No control over Mary. Mary absent from
school Thursday and they did not know where she was. Mother had
taken her to school Tuesday, the only day of attendance last week.
Mary reported to writer Friday. Reason for absence - nausea in
morning. Nurse and secretary attended conference. Mary ate
doughnut, sugar-covered, and drank milk in office without dis-
comfort. Told of past medical aid by a Doctor Lawson. Writer
warned Mary of continued upsetting of father and mother. Mary
sorry for what she had done to teachers and parents. Writer
took Mary to school and turned her over to principal. She seemed
to understand that she would be in school regularly. This was
Friday, March 11. Absent March 14. Nurse and Superintendent
called at house together at 9:30 A. M. No one at home. Two
different neighbors had seen Mary and another woman leave house.
No answer on telephone. Nurse had told Mary that if she was too
sick to go to school, she should ’’stay in house and not to leave
house.”
Tuesday, March 15th, Mary absent - nausea at home. Nurse sent
to house and found temperature and pulse normal. Nurse has checked
with Doctor Lawson, who reported nothing chronically wrong.
This office, the Walter Henton Principal, and god-father believe
Mary is ’’bluffing” parents, is developing an escape complex, and
needs a thorough psychiatric testing. This office has no power
or funds to obtain such. This office and Mr. Butler believe that
this is strictly truancy in its final analysis. Parents have co-
operated, and have done the best they can. Scituate attendance
record attached.














This case is very important to the Thornton and Scituate School
Departments, which have been very fair and patient. Mary seems
to be going against parents as well as schools. HLG
FROM THE DESK OF Principal -Walter Henton Junior High School
CHARLES J. BUTLER Scituate, Rhode Island




The following is a record of Mary Lopes’s
attendance for the year 1947 to 1948.
Start of the school year September 8, 1947
Days Absent: Sept. 15, 16, 17, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28, 29;
Oct. 5, 6, 7, 19, 20; Dec. 13, 15, 16, 17, 22;
Jan. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13.
Re-entered Feb. 24, 1948 - Days Absent: Feb. 25; Mar. 7, 9,
10, 14, 15.
Total days absent 34
Non-member 28
Days present 53
Crossed off register Jan'. 14 to Feb. 23 because of ten consecu-




March 17, 1948 - Mary appeared in Court in Thornton before
Associate Judge. She was brought in as an emergency by Mr.
Campbell, Superintendent of Schools in Thornton. He asked that
the matter be heard Immediately in an effort to have Mary return
to school. Mr. Campbell presented the material which was in the
referral, and said that he and the Scituate School Department were
concerned because of Mary’s apparently disturbed attitude in school.
She was accompanied by her father and her god-father, who was very
much interested.
The Judge talked briefly with Mary, who was practically on the
verge of tears. She did cry a little later. She said she "could
not stomach" that school. She liked the teachers and the students,
and had no difficulties with her studies, but became very nervous






was disturbed and upset over something. Judge Edwards first
requested that she return to school, but when she became so
excited, he said he would not order her to do this for the pres-
ent, He did ask that she go if she felt able. It was agreed
after consultation that Miss Roe, Probation Counselor, would work
with the father and god-father, and make an appointment with a
psychiatrist in Scltuate. The matter was continued for two weeks
with the thought that Miss Roe would have a report and perhaps a
recommendation from the doctor.
March 31, 1948 - Mary did not appear in Court on this date. This
was, in a way, fortunate, as Miss Roe, the probation coimselor,
had been out of the office ill since March 23, The secretary in
Miss Roe’s office reported that she thought that Mary had gone to
a doctor, but not to the psychiatrist as recommended. Case con-
tinued to April 14, 1948.
Parents of Mary are very worried about this situation. They have
never had any kind of trouble with her in regard to conduct or
school attendance and are at a loss as to how to cope with it.
They state that last August (1947), about two weeks before school
was to open, Mary started to vomit her meals, especially mornings.
This has continued more or less regularly, not only on school
mornings during the week, but also on Saturdays and Sundays.
Since March 17th, when she was seen in Thornton by Judge Edwards
in Juvenile Court, the vomiting has continued, but not so regularly.
They took her to Doctor McLaren, a reputable psychiatrist in
Scituate, as ordered by Judge Edwards, but she refused to allow him
to examine her and left his office. On this visit she was accom-
panied by her father and god-father, Louis Porres, The latter was
disgusted with her because of this attitude and has withdrawn his
active interest. His wife, Mary’s god-mother, says that Mary is
a "spoiled child" and stubborn; that she has always been allowed
to have her own way; that in this instance she has decided that
she will not attend the Walter Henton Junior High School; and that
she will go to any means to attain her own desire. Says that Mary
is not a bad child, is not interested in the boys, but that she
needs a "good spanking." Mrs. Porres feels that the school officials
have been patient with Mary, trying to adjust teachers, etc., to her
whims, but predicts that Mary will make excuse after excuse to mark
time so that she will not have to attend the Walter' Henton School.
Mother and older sister, Gloria, are completely bewildered. They
are afraid that Mary is "crazy," since her recent behavior toward
school is so different from any shown during her eight grades at
the Thornton School. They can not discuss the matter without cry-
ing and becoming almost hysterical. They say that they are very
"nervous." Mary is more quiet and composed in discussing herself
than they, but her eyes fill with tears as she repeats, "l don’t




’’could not stomach” a certain teacher who had a disfigured nose.
An adjustment was made so that she did not have to see this
teacher, yet she would not attend school. Sometimes she reached
school and had to be excused because of illness, but more often
she did not even leave for school, or left, and went to some of
her relatives* homes instead of to school.
'.Vhen alone with probation counselor, Mary stated that she had
wanted to enter St. Mary’s Academy in Cranston instead of the
Walter Henton public school, but her father would not allow her
to go there, mistakenly presuming that all girls who went there
became nuns, and he did not want her to be a nun. Her best friend,
Elizabeth Feria, went to St. Mary’s, They had been together all
through the grades, and Mary said she felt ’’all alone” without
her. Probation counselor asked her if she thought she would be
ill if allowed to go to St. Mary’s, She answered she did not think
so, so long as she could be with Elizabeth. St. Mary’s Academy will
not accept her this year, but probation counselor understands that
they might accept her in September if her application is filed early
enough.
Parents had their family physician. Dr, James Correia, of 476 North
Main Street, Scituate, see Mary after she refused to be Interviewed
by Doctor McLaren. Probation counselor visited him for his opinion.
He stated that the parents are good, hard-working, honest people.
He has known them and their children for several years. He is
inclined to think that Mary has undergone a deep emotional upset in
connection with going to a different school, which has upset her
nervous system, resulting in the throwing up, etc. He would be
inclined to allow her to remain out of school for the remainder of
this school year, since she will not be promoted anyway, and then
send her to St. Mary’s Academy next fall. He has known her as an
innocent, well-behaved child, with no interest in boys, and having
had a protected home life. Doctor Correia showed a good amount of
understanding and interest in the case, and feels that the way the
matter is handled at this point is very Important. He had talked
with Doctor McLaren, who told him that ”he could not get to first
base with her.” Doctor Correia says that the mother is far from
well, very nervous, and may have an abdominal tiomor. He also feels
that Gloria, the older girl, is extremely nervous and high-strung.
Mr. Campbell, Superintendent of the Thornton Schools, was seen.
He feels that they have done everything possible to make Mary
happy at school, and is inclined to feel that she is ’’pulling a
fast one on him and her parents,”

With a report such as this before him, containing all
available data concerning the Individual, his backgroiind,
personality, the circumstances and causative factors of the
offense, his physical and mental condition, educational and
employment history, the judge should be able to make a judi-
cious and intelligent decision as to the most desirable dis-
position to be made in each case. It would, therefore, seem
that, in the matter of probation investigation, the procedure
followed in Rhode Island conforms reasonably well with the
standards and recommendations of the authorities quoted.
Conditions of Release
The Rhode Island statute makes no mention as to the
duration of the period for which a person may be placed on
probation; neither does it fix any terms or conditions iinder
which probation is to be served. These matters are apparently
left to the discretion of the court. The period of a deferred
sentence, however, is definitely specified as not longer than
five years.®
Offenders may be placed on probation under the usual
conditions, namely payment of fines, court costs, restitution
for damage or loss occasioned by them, and family support.
Whenever necessary, medical or psychiatric treatment may be
ordered. The matter of the frequency of reports to the super-
8 R. I. General Laws, (1958 ), Ch. 496, sec. 18, as
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Ivising officer is usually left to the discretion of that
j
officer, although in unusual cases the court may make an order
or recommendation as to the strictness of oversight. Likewise,;
the court or the probation counselor may Impose any special
j
conditions which the circumstances of the particular case may i
1
indicate as desirable. Some defendants on deferred sentence I
i
are placed in the custody of the probation counselor for the
payment of court costs only, in which cases supervision is
usually suspended after payment of such costs and a reasonable
period of satisfactory conduct, although the term of the
deferred sentence must continue for five years and supervision
may be resumed at any time during that period.
Probation may be revoked and sentence imposed at any
time by the issuing of a capias and the arrest of the offender,
or the probation counselor may surrender him directly to the
court for violation of his probation, since the counselor may
exercise the same rights and powers in relation to the offender
Q
as are or may be possessed by a surety on a recognizance.
Probation may be terminated only by order of the court.
Since jurisdiction in deferred sentence cases continues for a
period of five years, such cases terminate automatically with
the expiration of the five-year term.
The practice in Rhode Island with regard to the fixing
—
9 R. I. General Laws, (1958), Ch. 619, sec. 3.
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of conditions of probation seems to be in line with the situa-
tion prevailing in most states, as may be noted in the follow-
ing statement from the Attorney General’s Survey of Release
Procedures
:
The majority of States have vested their courts
with the power to fix the terms and conditions of proba-
tion. In some this power is limited in an affirmative
way by statute; in others the statute is either silent
as to the nature of the conditions which the court may
impose or it sets up some standards which, however, the
court need not apply in every case. Apparently this
method has proved fairly satisfactory in the States
where it is in use as seems to be borne out by the fact
that among those best acquainted with probation needs
and problems there has been little discussion of the
power to fix the terms of probation,^^
The opinion and recommendation of the Attorney General’s
Survey with regard to probation conditions have been set forth
as follows:
Probation conditions prove themselves to be of
1
the greatest utility when they are designed to meet the i
particular needs of Individual cases. The theory of an
|
individualization of justice is one of the underlying
tenets of the probation system. For this reason a policy
j
of fixing by legislative act terms to meet all cases
|
which may conceivably arise will prove to be impractical,
jinadequate, and often injurious. Most of the States in
I
fact have left the determination of conditions largely
|
to the discretion of their courts. This is as it should
be since the court, aided by the probation officer, is
closer to the circumstances of the individual offender
than the legislature can ever be.
Whether courts have assumed their duty to fix
special conditions to meet the requirements of each case
is doubtful. Certainly there is some basis for the
assumption that courts must often discharge this duty
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with nothing more than an injunction that the defend-
ant observe the law and be of good behavior. As stated
above, statutes have named some terms which the court
may impose in its discretion, but the tendency has been
to apply the enumerated conditions in toto
,
omitting
only those which are most obviously~Tnapplicable . If
probation statutes left the matter of conditions to the
court's discretion, but in addition imposed an affirma-
tive duty on the court to prescribe conditions of some -
individuality and applicability to the peculiar circimi-
stances of each case, an improvement in this aspect of
probation work might result.
11 Ibid., p. 257
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The Supervi sory Agency
In Rhode Island, probation and parole services are
combined and centralized on a state-wide basis in the Division
of Probation and Parole, which is a unit in the State Depart-
ment of Social Welfare, Probation and parole counselors,
employed on a state-wide basis, may be transferred from one
court or jurisdiction to another, and may supervise both pro-
bationers and parolees. "This state-wide nature of the proba-
tion and parole services produces a close co-operation with
social agencies covering the entire state,
In the larger urban areas of the state, counselors are
assigned to supervise either probationers or parolees exclu-
sively, some handling juveniles, others adults, but in the
rural and less densely populated areas, both probationers and
parolees, juveniles and adults, are under the supervision of
the same counselor. In this regard, Rhode Island practice is
similar to that in vogue in several other jurisdictions, as
stated in the Attorney General’s Survey of Release Procedures:
In at least ten States the practice long followed
in Wisconsin and the Federal parole system of supervising
probationers and parolees under the same administrative
organization has been adopted. Since the character of
parole supervision is closely allied to that of probation
il
!!
1 See Yearbook of the National Probation Association,
1951, p, 206.
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supervision there is no reason why such a combination,
if efficiently organized, cannot be put into operation
in many States which are unable to maintain separate,
adequate supervisory personnel for both parolees and i
probationers. The plan, undoubtedly, makes possible
a better distribution of field officers throughout the i
State and rightly administered should result in a
contraction of the territory to be served by a single !
officer.^ ll
ii
Rhode Island, which is the smallest state in the Union
I
and also the most densely populated, is divided into twelve '
i
judicial districts, in each of which are men and women
j
counselors providing both probation and parole service on a
j
full-time basis. Because of the compactness of the state
itself, these judicial districts are not extensive in area and
are readily accessible from any point within the state without
the necessity of burdensome traveling. The arrangement for
supervision on a state-wide, judicial district basis seems to
be, therefore, most desirable and satisfactory for reasons of
both efficiency of service and economy of effort.
Island Division of Probation and Parole strives to keep con-
stantly in the minds of the supervising counselors the funda-
mental fact that offenders are placed on probation and are re-
quired to observe conditions of probation in order that their
behavior may be controlled and improved and that they may
Method of Probation Supervision
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overcome, if possible, the factors and circumstances which may
have contributed to their delinquent or criminal conduct; that
the mere observance of conditions and conforming with regula-
tions during the period of probation does not necessarily mean
that success is being attained; and that actual rehabilitation
and improvement, which must involve a change in attitude and a
real desire to avoid wrongdoing, can be accomplished only by
close supervision by the probation counselor and by the
establishment of a sound and satisfactory relationship between
the counselor and the probationer. Indeed, all the prelim-
inary techniques involving the detailed case investigation and
study, ascertainment of causative and contributing factors,
diagnosis, the selective process, and so on, only pave the way
for the all-important work of supervision or treatment, by
which it is hoped that necessary strengthening adjustments may
be made in the probationers* personalities and social situa-
tions so that they may resolve their problems, become law-
abiding individuals, and enjoy the maximum amount of satis-
faction and security.
This emphasis on the importance of the supervisory
process is high-lighted in every definition and discussion of
probation in the vast field of literature on the subject. The
following analysis of the nature and significance of real
supervision, taken from the Attorney General's Survey of
Release Procedures, summarizes and supports the principles
' v; a .'i'- 1 i
'
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upon which the Rhode Island supervisory process is based:
In its simplest terms, supervision is the over-
sight which the probation officer exercises over those
committed to his custody. Whether, in practice, it
becomes something more meaningful than mere oversight
depends upon many conditions. If the period when the
offender is supposed to be under supervision is merely
time spent under suspended sentence "with the incidental
advantages of oversight and admonition on the part of
the probation officer and without recourse to severe
measures" when the admonitions are not heeded, probation
itself is little more than judicial clemency. Few
offenders can be expected to transform themselves into
law-abiding citizens without some degree of assistance.
“Probationers do not, in the absence of active probation
service, carry long in mind the effects of the scare of
having been in court, and do not materially alter their
manner of life simply because the judge or the probation
officer advises them to turn over a new leaf." . . .
It is the element of constructive treatment in
probation supervision which places probation as a
criminological method beyond either leniency or punish-
ment. "In the conventional attitude of the criminal
law it is a form of punishment, but the purpose back of
it is educational, reformative, reconstructive; to use
a scientific term, it is therapeutic."
If this purpose is to be achieved, probation
supervision must be "preeminently social case work,"
or, more accurately, "social case work with the added
power of the law behind it." It should be primarily
"planned guidance based on a careful study of the pro-
bationer’s problems, capacities, and limitations,"
Rightly understood, probation supervision is "one of
the highest forms of social service work. It Involves
making use of all the social, educational, recreational,
moral, and religious resources of the probationer’s
neighborhood to aid in his rehabilitation,"^
When a probationer is assigned to a probation counselor
for supervision, one of the counselor’s first duties is that
3 Attorney General’s Survey of Release Procedures,
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Iof instructing the probationer concerning the meaning of pro-
bation and of informing him as to the period and conditions of
his probation. The counselor is also responsible for the
fomulation of a plan of treatment or social adjustment for
every person entrusted to his care by the court. The plan of
treatment, which should be developed with the participation
and co-operation of the probationer, is usually based upon a
consideration of facts and circumstances contained or
described in the preliminary investigation report concerning
the offender, and utilizes such basic considerations as
discipline, mental and physical health, family relationships,
employment, education, recreation, financial security, and
spiritual development.
The proper and intelligent use of the factor of author-
ity is most important in the treatment of offenders, and is
one of the component parts of a proper case work relationship
between the probationer and the counselor. By proper manage-
ment of the situation, the probationer may be tau^t how to
respond properly to authority in the supervisory relationship
and, likewise, how to adjust himself successfully to the
authority with which he will be confronted in the other rela-
tionships of life. In Rhode Island, all counselors are re-
quired to be most vigilant in their exercise of authority and
to teach their charges how it can and must be accepted as a
necessary part of the process of living in society.
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Another duty of the probation counselor Is that of
visiting the home of each probationer under his oversight at
least once a month, and more often if the circumstances of the
case require more frequent contacts. Indeed, it is often
necessary for the counselor to visit some of his charges in
their homes two or three times each month in order to make
proper progress along the lines of rehabilitation. Likewise,
I
each probationer is required to report to his probation
counselor at least once a week during the early period of his
social readjustment. Later, if conditions warrant, the
i
counselor may permit him to report every two or three weeks,
|
or perhaps even once a month. These matters are left to the
judgment and discretion of the supervising counselor, who must
j
be in constant touch with his charges and familiar with their
abilities and needs.
|
The counselor aids and encourages the probationer by co-j
operating with social agencies, arranging for necessary physi-
cal and mental examinations and treatment, by practical advice
and personal admonition. It is also his duty to assist the
offender in furthering his education when such procedure seems
desirable, to give or secure for him constructive vocational
guidance, seek to establish him in suitable employment, bring
him into contact with religious, recreational, and similar
organizations, and to use any other helpful methods that may
seem advisable to bring about improvement in the conduct and
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condition of each probationer.
Probation case records are maintained in duplicate, one
copy for filing in the central office of the Division of Proba-|
tion and Parole, and the other for the supervising counselor’s
use. Each counselor is required to maintain a record of the
supervision process in each case on a quarterly basis and to
submit these supervision reports to the case work supervisor
regularly for inspection, evaluation, and approval. Case
supervision records are prepared in summary form, including
the dates of all contacts, and serve as a basis for evaluating
the quality of the counselors’ work, although the summary form
j
of case recording does not contain as detailed an account of




In Juvenile Court cases in Rhode Island, supervision ij
I'
may continue during the minority of the juveniles, although
|j
very few are kept under oversight for the entire period. Dis- !i
ij
charge from probation is recommended by the counselor when, in
|j
I
his opinion, the juvenile’s attitude and behavior warrant dis-
|
continuance. All such discharges are made by court order.
|
Similarly, discharges in District Court cases are made
by order of the court upon expiration of the term of probations
In deferred sentence cases, termination of supervision
is automatic, without necessity for court action, upon the
expiration of the five-year period.
f^
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tIt would seem, from the foregoing presentation, that the
quality of probation supervision in Rhode Island meets ade-
quately the following standards as set by the Attorney Gen-
eral's Survey of Release Procedures, which mentions several of
the important features of the Fdiode Island supervisory process;
In its simplest terms, supervision is the over-
sight which is exercised over those who have been i!
placed on probation. Only a supervisory process which
j|
is, in effect, intensive social treatment, highly
individualized and purposefully reconstructive, can
jj
meet the requirements of an adequate probation service.
j|
. . . Adequate probation supervision must deal
with all phases of the offender’s life, including his
|family and the community in which he lives. Although
there is some controversy among case workers and writers
on probation as to the value and propriety of many
specific techniques for supervision, all recognize the
usefulness of a plan of treatment based on the needs,
capacities, and limitations of each offender.
The need for mental and psychiatric examination
and treatment of probationers is not met in many proba-
tion units. Although, at present, funds to maintain
public clinics for this purpose are insufficient,
assistance may be secured very often from the out-
patient clinics of hospitals or from physicians who
are willing to devote part of their time to such
service either on a fee or gratuity basis. The estab-
lishment by the States of strategically located
psychiatric and medical clinics to serve the criminal
courts, probation, and parole departments in a given
region might provide an acceptable solution of the
problem.
In order to deal affirmatively with all the
aspects of the probationer’s life which require treat-
ment, the probation officer cannot act entirely alone.
He must wherever possible endeavor to secure the
assistance and cooperation of community leaders and
agencies. In many cases settlement houses and other
social agencies can perform services for the offender
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securing the assistance of other social agencies rests
with the probation officer. This is an indispensable
part of his duty, and where it is neglected probation
work will remain unsatisfactory.^
4 Ibid.
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The primary purpose of this chapter is to formulate
,1
conclusions which may logically be drawn from the detailed |'
presentation and discussion of probation legislation, person-
nel, and the processes of selection and supervision in the
State of Rhode Island, as set forth in the preceding pages.
It will make no attempt to summarize in detail the supporting
data or to delineate the processes by which the various con-
clusions are deduced.
Probation Legislation
The statute establishing a state-wide, state-controlled,
and state-financed probation system in the State of Rhode
Island and authorizing any court in the state, at any time
before sentence, provisionally to place under the control and
supervision of a probation officer any offender, juvenile or
adult, who may lawfully be admitted to bail, except persons
charged with certain very serious offenses enumerated in the
law, is, on the whole, sound and adequate.
The entire probation program, serving Juvenile, Dis-
trict, and Superior Courts and centralized in the Division of
Probation and Parole within the Department of Social Welfare,
with the probation and parole counselors selected on a state-
wide basis and responsible to the Probation and Parole Admin-
istrator, conforms, in its character, scope, and organization.
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with recommendations made and standards set by outstanding
authorities in the correctional field.
In the Juvenile and District Courts, persons placed on
probation come automatically under the supervision and control ‘
of the Division of Probation and Parole and may be surrendered
directly to those courts for sentence for violation of any of
the terms of their probation, or for having committed addition-!!
al offenses against the law. In the Superior Court, however, i
the granting of a deferred sentence to an offender is actually '
h
the entering into an agreement between him and the Attorney
General whereby sentence is deferred for a period of five
years, during the good behavior of the defendant and so long
!
!
as the Attorney General is satisfied that he has broken none I
i
of the criminal laws of the state since the date of the agree-
j
ment. In actual practice, unless the court, in deferring
!
sentence, specifically places the defendant in its custody, the
Division of Probation and Parole has no jurisdiction over him.
In addition, he may not be surrendered directly to the court
|
by the counselor for violation of the deferred sentence, but
must be surrendered by recommendation of the Attorney General,
who usually takes such action only when the defendant has been
|
found guilty of another subsequent infraction of law. This
situation greatly reduces the effectiveness of the supervision '
and the authority of the probation counselor in deferred
sentence cases.
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Probation Personnel
Although the minimum qualifications established by the
Department of Civil Service of the State of Rhode Island for
probation personnel do not comply in all respects with the
standards set by accepted authorities, particularly with
regard to a definite requirement as to academic training in
college or in a school of social work, the Rhode Island
standards are, nevertheless, sufficiently adequate so that
personnel appointed in strict compliance with their terms
should be qualified and competent. As a matter of fact, the
present professional staff of the Division of Probation and
Parole have all been appointed in accordance with the civil
service standards and are, therefore, fully qualified.
In the matter of personnel selection, the practice in
Rhode Island follows rather closely the standards set by
authorities in the field as to method of appointment and
tenure of office.
The Selective Process
The preliminary Investigation procedure followed in all
cases of waywardness and delinquency coming before the Rhode
Island Juvenile Court is completely adequate, conforming with
accepted standards and providing ample data as a basis for
competent selection of subjects for probationary treatment.
All Investigation reports in Juvenile Court cases are sub-
mitted in writing in advance of the co\irt hearings, which are
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Because of a multiplicity of circumstances, investiga-
tions made in District Court cases are not so comprehensive as
j
those made for the Juvenile Court. Matters are usually dis-
posed of at the first court hearing, so that sufficient time
is not routinely provided for adequate preliminary investiga-
tion and report, unless the circumstances of a particular case
indicate the need for a complete inquiry, in which event a
continuance is ordered to permit the investigation and report
to be made and prepared. District Court procedure would be
greatly improved and the standards of probation service in
these courts would be raised considerably if careful pre-
sentence investigations might be made as a matter of routine
in all cases.
Adequate preliminary investigations and written reports
are made in nearly all Superior Court cases, the exceptions
usually being those in which defendants have been released on
bail and are represented by attorneys.
The practice in Rhode Island as to fixing the terms and
conditions of release follows that prevailing in most other
states. The actual determination of conditions to be followed
by persons released on probation is left largely to the dis-
cretion of the courts. As a matter of practice, the judges
usually impose their restrictions and requirements after con-
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sultation with the probation counselors, who are cognizant of
the circumstances of the cases and of the individual offenders
under consideration. However, if the statute specifically-
required that courts should carefully consider each individual
case and prescribe conditions applicable to the peculiar
circumstances involved, the quality of probation service in
that particular regard would be significantly improved.
The Supervisory Process
The centralized, state-wide aspect of the Rhode Island
probation system permits adequate supervision coverage, close
co-operation with the various social agencies, a minimum of
travel by counselors, and reasonable efflcienty of service and
economy of effort.
The utilization of the system of duplicate case records J
whereby one copy of each case is maintained in the central
office and another in the files of the supervising counselor
in the district or area to which he is assigned, is necessi-
tated by the centralized character of the probation organiza-
tion and is a very desirable and workable feature.
The use of frequent home and community visits and
office reports, with individualized, constructive social treat-
ment and oversight, looking into all phases of the probation-
er’s life, including his family and community relationships,
as well as a studied and careful use of the factor of author-
ity, would seem to provide a quality of probation supervision
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in Rhode Island which conforms satisfactorily with the stand-
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ards set by the authorities quoted and which is capable of
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accomplishing successful rehabilitation in the large majority i
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